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Concluding Research Paper
The most ardent foes of climate policy in the Trump administration dreamed of staging a grand
climate science debate. They called it a “red team/blue team” exercise, a term borrowed from
military ...
A New Book Feeds Climate Doubters, but Scientists Say the Conclusions are Misleading
and Out of Date
Research indicates hospital consolidations tend to raise prices for private insurance providers
without necessarily improving care.
Hospital mergers and acquisitions of physician practices: Research illuminates what’s at
stake for consumers
report original scientific research (the main results and conclusions ... include a simple schematic
summarizing the main conclusion of the paper, which can be published with the paper as ...
Editorial criteria and processes
An international, multidisciplinary team that includes faculty members from The University of Texas
at Arlington has published a paper in the journal Philosophical Psychology that wades into the ...
Do fish feel pain? Research team says it's likely
A seminal research paper in the saga of questionable stem cell medical treatments has just been
retracted, largely due to ethical concerns. The 2017 paper touted the safety of injecting stem cells
...
Column: Paper boosting stem cell firm's treatments is retracted
RMoz published a market study on the global disinfection robots market The study provides
detailed assessment on key market dynamics including the drivers trends opportunities restraints
and detailed ...
Disinfection Robots Market Size, Share, Future Roadmap, Technological Innovations &
Growth Forecast To 2030
It was a highly unusual conclusion, as COVID-19 primarily attacks ... But over half a year later, the
medical journal has retract the paper, as The Guardian reports. The reasoning: some of the ...
Paper Claiming Cigarettes Protect Against COVID Retracted for Ties to Tobacco Industry
... a debate with a long history – one that shows no signs of being drawn to a conclusion anytime
soon – but this new paper points to modern neuroscience research that pain effect and awareness
can ...
Fish May Actually Feel Pain After All, Argues a New Paper
The research article ... Jin noted that while the paper’s title indicated that the findings supported
the hypothesis of early disease activity in Wuhan, the conclusion states that the ...
‘Misleading to the Public’: Students, Experts Criticize Harvard Study Suggesting Early
Emergence of Covid-19 in Wuhan
Read our COVID-19 research and news ... That’s the conclusion of a new study of roughly 20,000
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published papers about cave science, a multidisciplinary field that includes researchers who ...
Want other scientists to cite you? Drop the jargon
The COVID 19 Global USA Paper Diaper Market has witnessed continuous growth in the past few
years and is projected to see some stability post Q2 2020 and may grow further during the forecast
period ...
Paper Diaper Market to Eyewitness Massive Growth by 2026 | Unicharm, SCA, First
Quality
Besides providing research-grade lab kits for hands ... It is not a “result” even if it has a paragraph
titled “conclusion.” The paper itself—not peer-reviewed—is published by a ...
Letter: Grande cites flawed study in argument against face masks
But other government research and scientific organizations have reached the same conclusion ...
backed up in a 2016 review paper, that examined 928 peer-reviewed papers in scientific journals.
Fact check: Scientific consensus says humans are dominant cause of climate change
This is the conclusion of a research by the Department of Publishing ... achieving full equality in
gender representation,” the paper said. Francis Kofi Nunoo urged the Ministry of Education ...
Doctors are always males; Ghana’s English pupils’ books gender-bias – KNUST research
reveals
The prime objective of this report is to help the user understand the market in terms of its
definition, segmentation, ...
Global Mica Paper Capacitor Industry Research Segmented by Major Market Size, Share,
Value, and Competitive Landscape 2026
That was one of the key conclusions in a study conducted by a group ... and coordinating policies
among cities and utilities,” the paper cited. To accomplish this, Troia and his research partners ...
Professor recognized for research on environmental impact of large cities
That is the conclusion of a research paper, which finds that weather conditions near a company’s
major institutional investors affect stock market reaction to that news. Researchers led by ...
Earnings season is starting. Why you might want to take a look at the weather, too.
Robin Carhart-Harris, the lead author on the paper and the head of the ... could not be used to
make any clinical conclusions in the paper. The research, a randomized controlled trial which ...
First-of-its-kind study pits psilocybin against a common antidepressant
A slow easing of COVID-19 restrictions may come at a high cost per year of life saved relative to
yardsticks used in NHS resource decisions. This was the conclusion of a new research paper, co ...
How fast should social restrictions be eased in England as COVID-19 vaccinations are
rolled out?
(aijohn784/iStock/Getty Images) New research suggests it might be wise ... should exercise caution
before reaching such expansive conclusions. The paper can just as easily be read to endorse ...
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